Judy:
Brian will be national treasurer - as of August he will be in that role
Board has appointed Scott Sigman to fill out Brian's role for this year
Next year there will be a permanent replacement for Brian

Need to elect registrar - Ron McClary has been the registrar and has agreed to run in
that position again
Nominations from the floor …
Move to accept — Mahmoud
Second - Scott Sigmon
Unanimously acclaimed!

April / May election - replacement for Judy Mullins - will be done by email
Judy is the only person running - members do need to vote

Scott Sigman:
Tax status depends on members having a voice — important to vote for CCSC as a
whole, in case IRS questions

Judy:
MINK WIC - November 3rd and 4th, Lenexa, KS (Hyatt)
Registration is more costly - $50 for students, $75 for faculty - covers lodging, food

Outburst of bad puns from Chuck …

Scott Bell:
Thanks to presenters, Chuck, Larita, committee members
Northwest Missouri State University - April 6th & 7th

Will meet again in August